To place an order we will be asking for a deposit, unfortunately we cannot give an exact
price on all the items as the price will fluctuate based on the exchange rate the date we pay
the invoice. (Lappe does not upcharge on the items for profit - so this keeps costs as low as
possible). Each item requires a $50 deposit at the time of ordering (toques paid in full).
Orders due by December 8th
Below outlines details on products available to order.
TOQUES
Our toques come from Sauce Headwear. We will be ordering:
a) Swift Toque with choice of pompom/tassel.
b) Slouchy Beanie
c) Ventilator Headband
Please visit the Sauce Website to see the colour options available, and send me your order
for STYLE, SIZE, TASSEL/POM selection and COLOUR.
$35 each
These items will be PAID IN FULL to order.
RACE SUITS
Spandex race suits are two pieces, each sold individually. Sizes can be mixed and matched
as needed. ***Note - these items retail to us in USD - please be aware that final price will be
dependant on th exchange rate the day the invoice is due. ***** Prices can also drop
depending on the volume we order, quoted is the highest price, but with only 10 orders we
will qualify for a significantly better price!!!
Each piece is sold separately
Youth Top - $65 USD
Youth Bottom - $65 USD
Adult top - $90 USD
Adult Bottoms - $75 USD
Size chart for suits:
https://www.vomax.com/content/VOmax_Sizing_Chart_2014-15.pdf

JACKETS and PANTS
Jackets will also be the same as last season. They are custom design from Louis Garneau.
Pants are also from Louis Garneau.
Estimated prices:
Adult jackets - $170
Adult pant -$140
Youth jacket - $125
** estimated price plus shipping fees. ***
Size chart for jackets
https://garneau.com/ca_en/product-info/sizing-charts

Please note these are all estimated prices, plus shipping fees for clothing.
Questions? Please reach Katherine ASAP - kehall@lakeheadu.ca
Payment to Katherine via cash or cheque (to Lappe Nordic Ski Club)

